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Finds on your Doorstep – 4000 years of life in Wrawby - finds recorded on the Portable 

Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin Foreman, Finds 

Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire. 

 
 

The Bronze Age (1800-800 BC) 5 records 

 

The earliest finds from Wrawby were precious metal objects deliberately deposited in a single restricted 

location. This activity extended over a millennium, and implies an astonishingly persistent regard for a 

single place. The cult – merely a convenient term, as we are so far from understanding it - outlasted 

fundamental developments in every sphere of human activity. Climate change over this period had far-

reaching consequences, though Wrawby was a special place before it began, and remained so long after 

people had reached working accommodation with a damper, colder and more challenging environment. Few 

places in Britain can rival such a record. 
 

The objects deposited in this special place were placed there in working order, and each was a masterpiece 

in the successive traditions of metalworking which they represent. They span a period of over 1000 years. 

 

 
      Flat axe            Palstave axe                Spearhead                     Gold bangle              Socketed axe 

 

The flat axe (2000-1600 BC - NLM-690C6D) was a rare and precious prestige piece whose design is perhaps 

influenced by that of Neolithic polished stone axes. The palstave (1600-1000 BC - NLM-68E56D) was a 

woodworking tool, enabling the conversion of timber into greater and more potent symbols of power; this 

one is of an especially rare form. A spearhead (1600-800 BC - NLM-572E82) represents Homer’s man-killing 

bronze, deposited during the same heroic era he describes in his Illiad. A gold bangle (1000-800 BC - NLM-

57BC11) may anticipate ring-shaped torcs and bracelets; the gold came from Wales, Scotland or Ireland. The 

socketed axe (1000-800 BC - NLM-7CDDD3) is of more familiar form, though here presented to the powers that 

be in an excellent condition which is a feature of each and every one of these treasures. 

 
 

The Roman period (AD 43-410) 57 records 

 

We know of no Iron Age finds from Wrawby, so that period (800 BC-AD 43) perhaps saw the end of 

devotion at its special place. Wrawby lay in the heartland of the East Midlands Corieltauvi tribe. Roman-

period finds are reported from towards the southern edge of the modern parish. These are mostly potsherds 

and small worn copper alloy coins, the latter without exception dated to AD 260-383. 

A few other objects confirm Romano-British people were about before the coins were deposited. Yet they 

hardly break the odd monopoly of grots, as metal detectorists term these small unlovely Late Roman coins. 
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   Early Roman potsherds, the first perhaps imitating Samian       Headstud brooch          Stylus 
 NLM-CB88BF NLM-CB7BE7                NLM-CBBAC3 NLM1021 NLM-27F195 

 

 
 

The Roman period (AD 43-410) continued 

 

The Roman coins from Wrawby are attended by no contemporary artefacts –other objects ascribed to the 

late Roman period are usually thin on the ground. They are scattered in a restricted area, as if by reference to 

some central spot or origin. Perhaps by coincidence, there is a kink in the parish boundary here, though 

modern field boundaries disregard whatever dictated this irregularity. Most of the coins are worn, though, 

again, there is uncertainty: is this through battering over 1500 years of ploughing, or were they already very 

tired when left here? Only coins of the 350s buck this trend. 
 

Some coins date to the 350s, a date suggested by unusual complete issues of emperor Magnentius (350-353), 

deposited before the Damnatio which led to the chiselling of his name from his coins and official writings. 

 

          
NLM-3DD995             NLM-F581E1    NLM-F6F982      NLM-5DDB92        NLM-9B50B8        NLM-F5DB60     NLM-CC3C25 NLM-15F292 

        
Small coins from AD 260 to 383; those larger coins in better condition were deposited in the early 350s 
NLM-5C59B6 NLM-F5DB60  NLM-5CDFA3   NLM-5BFA21 NLM-1556B2     NLM-26EBB2        NLM-3DED17   NLM-AF8604 

 

 

The Early Medieval period (410-1066) 4 records  

 

There is no evidence for the first Anglo-Saxons at Wrawby. There is, however, a hint of later occupation 

overlapping the perceived Roman focus in the south of the parish. This is dated to the Middle Saxon period 

(700-850), when a new English culture emerged. 

Finds suggesting a Viking presence lie closer to the village on its eastern side. A lead weight observes 

systems of measurement used in Viking York and Dublin, towns held by those Vikings who also ruled 

Lindsey up to the 920s. Wrawby was named at this time*, and by 1066 had a taxable church, farmland, 

woods and meadows.  
 

A Middle Saxon potsherd is evidence for occupation, found near the Roman coins; a contemporary strap end 

was not precisely located. A Viking weight and strap fitting were found nearer Wrawby village. 
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          Middle Saxon pot and strap end                        Norse Viking weight             Strap end fragment 

NLM-CC4D8B NLM4201                                    NLM-CC6419 NLM4312 

 

What’s in a name? 

Wrawby is first recorded in Domesday Book as Waregebi: the origins for this lie in the Viking personal 

name Wraghi; or in warg, old Norse for wolf; or in an early Swedish word meaning mooring post – 

memorable if you drive a long-ship. The bi means farm. It is uncertain whether Wrawby was so wild as to be 

infested by wolves by the time Vikings got here. A brooch fragment from Flixborough has a cartoon wolf 

scratched on the back, perhaps referring to a donor named Wulf. This was a common component of Anglo-

Saxon personal names, and – as recorded by early poetry – one favoured by laddish members of their war 

bands. 
 
 

The Medieval period (1066-1500) 12 records 

 

Medieval finds come mainly from the southern part of the parish, perhaps a by-product of prolonged 

searching for Roman material by enthusiasts. They probably came from Wrawby itself, scattered along with 

rubbish cleaned out from village homes. 

The earliest of these objects is a cut farthing coin of Henry III (1216-1272), and the latest a weight used to 

check the weight of gold French coins issued from 1475. There are also dress fittings. Few objects are 

recorded, but the proportions of different object types follow much the same pattern which might be 

expected of most North Lincolnshire villages. 
 

Coins were probably swept up accidentally by the house-proud, and carted off with rubbish to manure the 

fields. A belt was perhaps attached to worn out clothing, while broken pots and keys were only fit to chuck. 

 

       
     NLM-269FE0           NLM-F8FF62          NLM-F9A977             NLM-9B0AE8                      NLM-AFCAB3 NLM-00B286 NLM-77D2E3 

                    
Finds ordered from early to late. Two late pots of distinct fabrics both bore thumbprinted decoration 
 NLM-CB60A6 NLM-6ABAAA NLM-CB9BC4 

 

 

The Post-Medieval period (1500-1900) 20 records 

 

Post-medieval finds from Wrawby fall into two broad groups: those dated to the 16th century; and the rest of 

Georgian or later date. Many were found closer to the village than before, and may come from farms along 

Brigg Road, whose rubbish went directly onto the nearest fields. A needle and a counter come from other 

places within the village. 
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There are few coins. The oldest had perhaps been converted to mildly subversive use: a groat of Philip and 

Mary (1554-1558) had been twice folded, perhaps thus being converted into a private keepsake honouring 

England’s last assertively Roman Catholic Queen. 
 

The folded coin is from behind Tong’s Farm. Was this once a nest of recusants: post-Reformation Roman 

Catholic refuseniks? As were the Elwes family, Lords of the Manor of Wrawby from the 17th century on. 

 

             
Found in fields behind Brigg Road       From the village or [no. 3] just to the east   From further south 
        NLM-8B61B4 NLM-CC1FCC NLM-4E5B66                NLM-00A5DD NLM4315           NLM-8B9702       NLM-267984 

 

Georgian finds are mostly from behind Wrawby’s street-front farms, and point to the easiest solution of the 

problem of what to do with the rubbish when you own your own place – you throw it on your nearest field! 

 

     
    Buckle, clasp fragment and buckle fragment              Potsherd                    Halfpenny of George II 
     NLM-8B8BBB NLM-CC068E                    NLM-CBEA7A NLM-CC6DCB NLM-CBC6EE 


